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Abstract
Dey et al. [1] derived an equation of state (EOS) for matter in strange stars (SS from
hereon) with quark masses showing chiral symmetry restoration (CSM) and an interquark
potential which (i) has asymptotic freedom built into it, (ii) shows connement at zero
density (B = 0) and deconnement at high B. This EOS gives a stable congura-
tion for chargeless, -stable quark matter. The SS derived from this EOS ts into the
empirical mass -radius (M-R) relations of some stars constraining the CSM parameters
[1, 2, 3]. In the present paper we extend the calculation to include high temperatures
upto T = 10 MeV  1:16 1011 oK where the quark gas is still degenerate and nd
that the empirical M-R relation, derived from astrophysical data, is still satised. The
EOS is tabulated for T = 10 MeV .
The entropy is calculated and matches onto that calculated from hadronic models thus
supporting the idea that the quark-hadron transition may be continuous.
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A calculation was done for cold stars in [1] and important conclusions drawn from
there about chiral symmetry restoration in QCD when the EOS was used to get SS tting
denite mass-radius (M-R) relations [1, 2, 3]. The empirical M-R relations were derived
from astrophysical observations like luminosity variation and some properties of quasi-
periodic oscillations from compact stars. The calculations are compared to these stars
which emit X-rays, generated presumably due to accretion from their binary partner. The
accretion is sure to increase the temperature (T) of these stars to thermonuclear scales or
more, may be of order 1011 oK.
The purpose of the present paper is twofold : we show that the star masses and radii
do not appreciably change at temperature ranges mentioned above thus conrming the
results of [1, 2, 3]. Secondly the equation of state (EOS) at nite T, obtained by us are
tabulated and used for generating important information about the matter contained in
the stars. In particular the entropy is studied and this can be compared with hadronic
models. The comparison shows that the entropy may indeed be continuous supporting
the idea of a continuous phase transition between hadrons and quarks.
An important by product of the calculation is that we need the single particle energies
Ui(k) for quarks (q) of a given species, in the eld of all the others. This is calculated
and also tabulated. At high density and low momentum the u, d quarks have negative
energy since the Uu(or d)(k) dominates.
We know that at high density the quarks should go over from their constituent masses
to their current masses, thus restoring the approximate chiral symmetry of QCD. On the
other hand, the qq interaction should be screened in the medium. The latter will give
rise to deconnement at high density. It is generally hard to nd what happens at high
density:
(1) Theoretical lattice calculations are impossible in this domain.
(2) Experimental heavy ion scattering cannot give us information about very high
densities at T  10 MeV .
The interesting point made by Dey et al. [1] is that starting from an empirical form
for the density dependent masses of the up (u), down (d) and strange (s) q-s given below
one can constrain the parametric form of this mass from recent astronomical data1:
Mi = mi + MQ sech(
B
0
); i = u; d; s: (1)
In other words the masses of stars in units of solar mass, (M=M), found as a function
of the star radius R, calculated using the above eqn.(1), - produces constraints which
enable us to restrict the parameter . At high B the q- mass Mi falls from its constituent
1B = (u + d + s)=3 is the baryon number density, 0 = 0:17 fm−3 is the normal nuclear matter
density, and  is a numerical parameter. The current quark masses mi used in the following are 4, 7 and
150 MeV for u, d and s respectively.
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value MQ to its current one mi. The other parameter MQ may be taken to be 310 MeV
to match up with constituent quark masses assuming the known fact that the hadrons
have very little potential energy. The results are not very sensitive in so far as changing
MQ to 320 MeV changes the maximum mass of the star from 1.43735 M to 1.43738 M
and the corresponding radius changes from 7.0553 kms to 7.0558 kms.
It is interesting to plot the up (u), down (d) and strange (s) quark masses at various
radii in a star. This is done for a particular set of parameters  = 0:2,  = 1=3 and
 = 100 already discussed in [1, 2, 3]. Fig (1) shows that the quarks do not have the
constant current masses assumed in the bag model nor do they have the constituent
masses of zero density hadrons. Upto a radius about 2 kms the quarks have their chiral
mass but in the major portion of the star their masses are substantially higher. At the
surface the strange q- mass is about 278 MeV and the u,d q- masses  130 MeV .
It is possible to use the formalism of large Nc (colour) approximation of ’t Hooft [4]
for quarks whereby loops are suppressed one order and the calculation can be performed
at the tree level with a mean eld derived from a qq interaction [5]. Such calculations
were done for baryons [6, 7, 8] as well as extended systems like stars [1]. Following is the











The colour dependent vector potential in eq.(2) is an interquark potential originating
from gluon exchanges, and the -s are the color SU(3) matrices for the two interacting
quarks. In the absence of an accurate evaluation of the potential (e.g. from large Nc planar
diagrams) we borrow it from meson phenomenology, namely the Richardson potential [10].
It incorporates the two concepts of asymptotic freedom and linear quark connement. The
potential reproduces heavy as well as light meson spectra [9]. It has been well tested for










The scale parameter [11, 1]  = 100 MeV . This bare potential in a medium will be
screened due to pair creation and infrared divergence. The inverse screening length, D−1,








2 + m2i (4)
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and 0 is the perturbative quark gluon coupling. To simplify numerical calculations,
instead of summing over all the individual flavours, we have averaged over the flavours so
that














mu + md + ms
3
: (8)
As already hinted, in the present paper, we had to calculate the potential energy (PE)
contribution in two steps : the single particle potential, Ui(k), for momentum k, is rst
calculated (Table 1) and this is subsequently integrated to get the PE. The Ui(k) is needed
later for doing nite T calculation. A look at the numbers is very revealing. In Table 1
we have also given the total energy of the species along with their single particle energy,
for three densities. The three densities refer to the surface, the middle and the interior
of the star. It can be clearly seen that the single particle energy is negative for small
momentum and even the total energy retains this sign for u and d quarks at the highest
density, low momentum points.








e(−F ) + 1
dk (9)
where for () = 1 we get the number density and for () = , the energy density. γ is
the spin-colour degeneracy, equal to 6.
The system is highly degenerate even at very high T of 1011 oK which is around
10 MeV since the chemical potential is very high, of order several hundred MeV . The
Sommerfeld approximation is thus very appropriate for the system, although due to the
presence of the single particle mean eld, the conventional formulae given in standard
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Table 1: Single particle potential as a function of momentum, for dierent flavours.
B=0 ki=kF U(k) EU(k) D(k) ED(k) S(k) ES(k)
0.0 -0.3819 0.2114 -0.3819 0.2265 -0.381 0.9522
0.2 -0.3648 0.3543 -0.364 0.3809 -0.375 1.011
0.4 -0.3369 0.6694 -0.334 0.7187 -0.3571 1.178
5 0.6 -0.2994 1.056 -0.2927 1.132 -0.3255 1.429
0.8 -0.2531 1.477 -0.2415 1.581 -0.2813 1.741
1.0 -0.1979 1.919 -0.1829 2.049 -0.2282 2.094
0.0 -0.331 -0.1987 -0.3314 -0.184 -0.333 0.5391
0.2 -0.3124 0.2164 -0.314 0.2292 -0.3338 0.6718
0.4 -0.3123 0.7202 -0.3127 0.7434 -0.3286 0.9993
10 0.6 -0.2966 1.245 -0.2949 1.281 -0.3074 1.429
0.8 -0.2562 1.796 -0.2526 1.844 -0.2682 1.916
1.0 -0.2073 2.356 -0.2017 2.417 -0.2169 2.434
0.0 -0.3257 -0.2842 -0.3264 -0.2698 -0.3315 0.4499
0.2 -0.3166 0.271 -0.3182 0.2786 -0.3364 0.6354
0.4 -0.3248 0.8482 -0.3252 0.8644 -0.3361 1.059
15 0.6 -0.3116 1.447 -0.3104 1.473 -0.3172 1.584
0.8 -0.2689 2.076 -0.2666 2.111 -0.2774 2.162





and for the i-th flavour :




2 + Ui(kF ) (14)
The pressure is found out by solving the standard dierential equation [13]
p− T ( @p
@T
)v;N = −  (15)
The U(k) is parametrized as a polynomial in k, where the parameters for a given set,
reported in this paper, with  = 1=3,  = 100 MeV ,  = 0:2 and a typical density
100 are given in Table 2.
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i a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
u -1.006004 0.0269043 -0.0436469 0.026945 -4.6013910−3
d -1.007273 0.0245427 -0.0392518 0.0243585 -4.1038910−3












The EOS at 10 MeV is given2 in Table 3.
With this EOS (also for EOS at other T) the TOV equation is solved to nd out the
mass-radius (M-R) relationship of the strange star at nite temperature. In Fig.(2) we
have plotted the M-R curves comparing the zero temperature and the one at 10 MeV .
The two curves bracket the results for intermediate T. The change is very small indeed
and the conclusions of [1] remain unchanged.
The entropy S, is proportional directly to T and increases with decreasing density.
Comparable to our entropy is that calculated in hadronic models by Das, Tripathi and
Cugnon [15] (DTC in short). The results of DTC checks with experiment. The minimum
T considered by DTC is 10 MeV and the S/A is a little less than 1 at a density 2.5 times
o = 0:17fm
−3. As we see in Fig.(3) this seems to match up with our S/A which starts
from a density of 5 o. This supports the idea that the quark phase and the hadron phase
may be continuously connected as in a 2nd order phase transition.
In Fig.(4) we have plotted S/A as a function of the star radius. It is interesting to
see here that entropy is maximum at the surface showing that the surface is much more
disordered than the core. The increase in the star radius with temperature is small as
shown in Fig (5) - about few tens of metres as expected in the literature [16].
In summary we have shown that the star masses and the radii are practically un-
changed even at a high T  1011 oK. We have shown the energy, pressure and single
particle energies of the quarks inside the star. At small momentum and large density in
the core the energy of the quarks is negative showing that they are bound. More im-
portantly we have shown that the entropy seems to match onto the entropy of hadrons
supporting the prevalent idea that the quark-hadron phase transition may be smooth.
2Numbers for T< 10 MeV will be supplied on request
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Table 3: EOS at T = 10 MeV : pressure p, energy density  and number density 
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Figure 1: Quark masses at dierent radii in the star. Notice that chiral symmetry is
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Figure 2: The sequence of stars for T = 10 MeV (1:16 1011 oK) and zero temperature
showing very little dierence. The curve on the extreme right is derived from the inequality
involving the maximum and minimum X-ray flux for SAX J1808.4 [2]. The straight line
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Figure 3: Entropy as a function of density showing that it decreases with increasing
density. The maximum value at 5 0 for (0 = 0:17=fm
3) is nearly 1 and matches onto
the work of Das, Tripathi and Cugnon [15] suggesting that there is no jump in the entropy
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Figure 4: Entropy as a function of star radius shown here indicates that the entropy is
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Figure 5: The increase in the star radius as a function of temperature matches with the
values of about 20 metres given by Bildsten [16]. We are grateful to Prof. Bildsten for
supplying the reference.
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